
 

MINI SESSIONS 

 

We strive to capture fresh,  beautiful genuine images to always remind you 
of the treasures of today  
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Mini Sessions are offered	every spring and fall season on specified dates 

and specified Sisterlee locations.  However, we would be happy to schedule other mini session 

dates in your area if you and 2 other families are interested in booking sessions that date as well.  

To schedule a separate mini session date contact our email and we’ll set it up! 

 

Investment 

COLLECTION:  $250 
20 minute session 

website of images for downloading, sharing and ordering prints 

Your choice of any 10 full size image downloads with print release 

Option to purchase additional image downloads for $20/image 

 

**RETURNING CUSTOMERS WILL RECEIVE A DISCOUNT CODE FOR AN ADDITIONAL 5 IMAGE 

DOWNLOADS ($100 value) as our way of thanking you for allowing us to capture more memories 

for you!** 

 

 

EXTRAS 
Collection pricing is for up to 6 people, each additional person is $15/person 

Rush Order ~ 72 hr turnaround of images from date of session is $50 additional 
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The Experience 

 Our goal is to beautifully and genuinely capture this season that you are in. 

Whether you are a young family with little ones full of energy, a grown family blessed with generations 

of grandchildren, or if you simply want to capture portraits of your important milestones from 

graduating kindergarten to graduating college, we want to provide you with a relaxed and fun 

experience and capture images you will forever cherish. 

 

Lifestyle portrait photography	means to us giving some direction while still managing 

to take a documentary approach.   We have found that giving direction for posing actually gives our 

clients the freedom to be comfortable and enjoy the process, which in turn produces some of the most 

genuine and joy filled images.   

You will receive your images	approximately	3 weeks after your session.  We will email 

a link to the website of images so you can view and share them with all of your family and friends, as 

well as instructions on how to download and save your images. 

Your session location	and will be determined by your photographer a few weeks before 

your session date.  We do our best to choose a location that offers great settings, beautiful light and is 

easily accessible. 

We are often asked what to wear	for photo sessions.   We always recommend 

choosing a color palette, rather than just one or two colors.  (For example:  grey, ivory, white, and blue) 

and allow your group to interpret the dress on their own.  Bringing in some patterns can add a lot 

aesthetically to your photo.  Also think about what you intend to do with your photos; if your goal is to 

hang an enlargement over your mantle, perhaps consider the colors of your room to make sure the 

photo will complement.  We highly recommend staying away from being too matching (ex., all black 

shirts with jeans).   We know it’s easy, but it will actually be more distracting to the overall look in the 

end.  And when in doubt ~ our very favorite is neutrals; you can’t go wrong!  
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